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the 1961 Belgrade Non-Aligned
Conference, and the Limits of an
‘Independent’ Foreign Policy during
the High Cold War
James G. Hershberg

The article recounts the story, hidden until now, of Brazil’s abortive attempt to send
an observer to the September 1961 Belgrade conference – the founding gathering of
the Non-Aligned Movement, a follow-on to the 1955 Bandung conference of newlyindependent, decolonizing nations from Africa and Asia. Using declassified Brazilian as
well as US and British sources, the article illustrates Washington’s ambivalence toward
what it saw as the Brazilian government’s flirtation with neutralism, and Rio’s difficulties
in pursuing what it defined as a more ‘independent’ foreign policy – notwithstanding
membership in a US-led hemispheric collective security bloc epitomized by the 1947
Rio pact and the Organization of American States. The article also touches on NAM’s
problems in expanding to Latin America, and the irritant to US– Yugoslav (i.e., Tito) ties
caused by the issue of Brazilian participation.

Though firmly ensconced in the American (or North American) sphere of influence,
the government of Brazil, which considered itself with some justification the most
important country in Latin America, for several years in the early 1960s pursued a
more ‘independent’ foreign policy and even flirted with the non-aligned movement
(NAM) until a military coup in the spring of 1964 brought an abrupt end to the leftist
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tendencies that had alarmed Washington.1 In September 1961, after considerable
vacillation and at a time of acute internal political crisis, Brazil sent an ‘observer’ to
the Belgrade Conference of Non-Aligned Nations – a decision that achieved the
remarkable distinction of annoying, at different times and in different ways,
the United States (which of course did not attend the conference), Cuba (which did),
and Yugoslavia (which hosted it).
As Brazilian documents reveal, the issue of sending an observer to Belgrade also
occasioned some internal discomfort within the Brazilian government, and prompted
an urgent (and mostly futile) last-minute campaign to persuade several other
important Latin American countries also to dispatch observers – apparently in an
effort to deflect and diminish the ire of some US officials at the notion of a supposedly
committed Cold War ally participating in a gathering of avowedly ‘uncommitted’
nations, and also to rally a bloc of like-minded Latin nations with which Rio could
potentially collaborate in Belgrade to counter the impact of the only nation in the
hemisphere who was attending as a full participant: Fidel Castro’s Cuba.
The story of Brazil’s limited participation at Belgrade reflects and illuminates some
broader issues pertinent to the international history of the non-aligned movement: the
tentative efforts to bring the continent of South America into a movement dominated
from the start by the ‘Afro-Asian’ decolonizing nations; Cuba’s ambiguous relationship
to NAM, as a country viewed by many as solidly belonging to the Soviet bloc yet also
extolled as a heroic example of a nationalist small country defying a giant neighbour;
and Washington’s internal ambivalence over whether to encourage or discourage
smaller allies from participating in a movement that some officials viewed primarily
with disdain or indifference yet others saw as a potentially useful force in international
affairs that was worthy of American courtship.
The story also offers an exemplary case study of what Abraham Lowenthal has
termed Washington’s ‘hegemonic presumption’ in the post-World War II, Cold War,
era, until the 1970s – ‘that is, the idea that the United States had the right to insist on
political, ideological, diplomatic and economic solidarity – not to say subservience –
throughout the Western Hemisphere’.2 In this instance, pressure was generally (though
not always) exercised privately, subtly, or even just presumptively (and, toward Brazil,
not very effectively), but the declassified record amply reveals the persistence of the
expectations and mindsets inherent in the unbalanced power relationship to which
Lowenthal refers. Yet the story is not one-sided; with internal Brazilian records, one
can see that the Brazilians themselves had varying and complex feelings about the
degree to which an ‘independent’ foreign policy could or should permit sympathy
toward or affiliation with ‘neutralism’ or ‘non-alignment’ in the Cold War given
Rio’s historic relationship with the United States.
The Brazilian materials reflected here primarily deal with Rio’s – by 1961, the
capital had formally moved to Brası́lia but the foreign ministry continued to transact
most business from its traditional home in the Itamaraty Palace in Rio de Janeiro –
exchanges in the spring and summer of 1961 with other Latin American nations and
with Yugoslavia over the Belgrade meeting, as documented in coded secret cable traffic
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between Itamaraty and Brazilian ambassadors in the field. Unfortunately, it is an
extremely limited collection, missing, for example, records of any direct exchanges
with the United States and/or Cuba regarding Belgrade, telegraphic reports from the
conference itself, and internal deliberations within the Brazilian foreign ministry or
between the ministry and the president.
Unless otherwise indicated, all of the documents were encountered by the author
during a summer 2000 research trip to the Brazilian foreign ministry archives (the
Arquivo do Ministério das Relações Exteriores) in Brası́lia in a single dossier: ANEXO
Secreto – 900.1 – POLITICA INTERNACIONAL – 1958/1966.3 The purpose of the
research trip was to gather documentation on a related subject: Brazil’s efforts, in
1960 –62, secretly to mediate between Washington and Fidel Castro’s revolutionary
regime that had taken power in Havana in 1959, an extensive and involved effort that
climaxed at the time of the October 1962 Cuban Missile Crisis.4 To flesh out the story,
the author has also utilized State Department files from the US National Archives and
White House records from the John F. Kennedy Library, as well as British Foreign
Office materials from the UK National Archives (formerly the Public Record Office)
and personal manuscript collections of such figures as JFK aide Arthur M. Schlesinger,
Jr., and US ambassador to Brazil John M. Cabot.
The secret Brazilian efforts to mediate between the United States and Cuba spanned
two American presidents – Eisenhower and Kennedy – as well as three Brazilian
leaders: Juscelino Kubitschek, who left office at the end of 1960; Jânio Quadros, who
took power in January 1961 (the same month as JFK) but resigned abruptly eight
months later, in late August, triggering a political upheaval that to some observers even
threatened civil war; and his eventual successor, in early September, João Goulart, who
had been Quadros’ vice-premier and like him a member of the leftist labour party
(the Partido Trabalhista Brasileiro, or PTB). Significantly, the Brazilian mediation
initiatives on Cuba explicitly promoted the idea of the island’s ‘neutralization’ in the
Cold War (sometimes likened to ‘Finlandization’) as a quite acceptable outcome – an
attitude that struck some US officials as reflecting a naı̈ve, distasteful, and potentially
dangerous sympathy for neutralism and non-alignment in general. Quadros, for
example, had fanned Washington’s suspicions by making a friendly visit to Cuba
during the 1960 campaign and by explicitly praising neutralism as a positive
phenomenon in international affairs.
In fact, John F. Kennedy’s administration included more than a few figures with
considerable sympathy for anti-colonial forces, and at least a few who were even
willing to view with equanimity Brazil’s dalliance with the neutrals. JFK himself, more
than any other American president during the Cold War, before or later, invested
considerable personal energy in courting friendly relations with the rising stars of the
non-aligned, decolonizing world, from Africa to Asia, including figures who had
defied or even fought NATO allies.
But for the many US officials who shared John Foster Dulles’ contempt for what he
considered an amoral stance in a Manichean Cold War struggle between the ‘free
world’ and atheistic communism, ‘neutral’ sentiments aroused scorn. At one point
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during the missile crisis the US ambassador secretly observed to Washington that a key
Brazilian foreign policy maker’s undiminished ardour for a ‘neutralization’ of Cuba
suggested that he, ‘like [Indian leader Jawaharlal] Nehru’, was ‘living in a dream world
of [his] own creation’.5
US officials thus watched with concern as Quadros, soon after taking office, began
to move toward establishing normal diplomatic relations with the Soviet bloc,
concluded a major trade agreement with Yugoslavia, and even hinted at warming
economic ties with the ‘ChiComs’ of ‘Red China’ as the People’s Republic of China was
then routinely called in American official parlance; described by State Department
officials as an ‘acknowledged admirer of Tito, Nehru, and Nasser’, Quadros combined
these overtures toward the communist world with friendly gestures toward the
neutrals, and US officials wrung their hands trying to figure out how to admonish or
penalize Quadros for his ‘constantly manifested indications of neutralism’ without
driving him further in that precise direction.6 ‘The recent moves of President Quadros
in carrying out his “independent” foreign policy have raised the issue of just how far
Quadros intends to go in moving Brazil away from its traditional policy of cooperation
with the United States and support for the Inter-American system’, Secretary of State
Dean Rusk worriedly warned JFK on 21 March.7 Rather surprisingly given its
orientation, the Quadros administration reacted comparatively mildly to the
disastrous Bay of Pigs intervention in April, and in general sought to avoid a rupture
with Washington while focusing on internal economic affairs.
Yet, Brazil had signalled its sympathetic intention to take part in the Belgrade
Conference of non-aligned countries as early as April 1961,8 arousing Washington’s
further suspicions despite a steady stream of special emissaries (among them Latin
America task force head Adolf A. Berle, UN Ambassador Adlai E. Stevenson and
Treasury Secretary C. Douglas Dillon) from JFK seeking to warm up ties, and in June
Brazil seemingly confirmed its intentions by sending an observer to the Cairo
conference to prepare the Belgrade meeting.9
In mid-July, the prospect of Brazil’s possible participation at Belgrade brought
simmering mutual tensions and suspicions to a head. In a nasty diplomatic
incident, Quadros rebuked the US ambassador, John Moors Cabot, for allegedly
‘meddling’ in the country’s internal affairs by suggesting that Brazil, with all its
hemispheric obligations, should not attend a ‘meeting of uncommitted countries’.
After Cabot told reporters that Brazil, given its treaty obligations to the United
States, was a ‘committed’ nation – and, he added, ‘I am sure Brazil is not going to
forget its undertakings’ – the president opened an art exhibition by declaring that
Brazil had a ‘positive independent international position and will not tolerate
meddling from anybody, whoever it may be.’ Quadros later told Brazilian reporters
that his government ‘will not tolerate criticisms made by foreign diplomats
stationed here’, and his foreign minister, Afronso Arinos de Melo Franco, chimed in
by issuing a statement asserting that ‘Brazil always has known how to keep its
obligations and is the only judge of how to keep them within the line of its
interests’.10
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‘We do not need anyone to refresh our memory’ regarding Brazil’s obligations,
Quadros told an interviewer a few days later, pointedly adding that he would soon
send Goulart as his personal envoy to Beijing to promote regular trade ties.11
The highly-publicized spat between Quadros and the departing US ambassador
(soon to be replaced by Lincoln Gordon, a Kennedy man), which as the president
undoubtedly calculated drew rave reviews from nationalist quarters, made Brazil’s
presence at Belgrade (at least in some form) a matter of honour – since now opting to
stay away would be perceived as knuckling under to US pressure.12
The incident also further soured Washington’s view of Quadros and his foreign
policy. Brushing off the incident as an ‘[u]nfortunate tempest in [a] teapot’, a deeply
chagrined Cabot, furious at what he believed was a misquotation of his remarks by the
Brazilian press, was initially willing to consider the outside possibility that the
president’s jabs had stemmed from either a misunderstanding or an emotional
reaction to his restatement of the ‘simple fact’ of Brazil’s ‘committed status’. But, in
fact, he was convinced that the Brazilian president had ‘manufactured [the incident]
for domestic political purposes’, an ‘outrageous’ and ‘inexcusable’ act in light of the
ambassador’s many services for Brazil, and urged Washington to respond firmly to this
kind of uppity behaviour – and use the leverage offered by its plans for a large-scale
aid programme envisioned in the Alliance for Progress, to be unveiled at a conference
in Punta del Este, Uruguay, later that summer.
‘I must point out that if we continue to give undiscriminating aid to Brazil despite
series of public affronts we have received, we can only expect these affronts to
continue’, Cabot cabled. ‘They may continue in any case, but I believe Janio’s tactics
should lead us to more hard-boiled negotiating with the Brazilians in connection with
the aid programs.’13
Sensing his anger, Quadros did his best to soothe Cabot’s ruffled feelings. Meeting
the departing envoy on 25 July, he ‘laid it on, not with a trowel, but with a bulldozer’,
effusively praising the departing American and claiming that the incident had all been
a misunderstanding and was now closed. Unconvinced, the still-fuming diplomat
maintained his belief that the president’s charge of ‘meddling’ had been ‘a deliberate
gesture to leftist nationalists’.14
In fact, US concerns that Brazil might assume a high-profile role at Belgrade – such
as that implied by attendance by the head of state – were considerably overblown.
As the foreign ministry cables show, a letter to Quadros from Tito and Nasser on
22 April announcing the conference did not formally invite him to take part, and
Brazilian officials, when considering the question at the time of the Cairo preparatory
conference, had already decided that due to its membership and commitments in the
hemispheric system Brazil could at most ‘probably be inclined’ to send an observer.15
Brazil’s emissary to the Cairo gathering, in fact, urged his government to temper its
enthusiasm for both the movement and the prospective conference, since as yet Rio
was not in a position to claim its rightful place as one of its leading nations, and should
not ‘run the risk of playing a secondary and irrelevant role, incompatible with
the geographic and demographic importance of our country and absolutely out
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of proportion with the outstanding nature that Brazil’s simple and desirable presence
would confer upon the meeting in question’. ‘[B]efore Brazil commits itself
ideologically to the positive neutrality group’, the envoy urged, ‘the Brazilian
Government should, through its independent and appropriate attitudes with a
tendency toward favoring neutrality, come, little by little, to take its rightful leading
place in the heart of the policy line, whose general outlines seem to converge toward
the ultimate ends of our country in the world today.’16
However, Cabot’s widely-reported comments fostered the impression in some
distant quarters that Washington had launched an officially-inspired campaign to
dissuade other countries, in Latin America in particular, from going to Belgrade. In the
Yugoslav capital, the insinuations by Quadros and his foreign minister that the
American ambassador had sought to intimidate Brazil from attending the conference
were splashed across the front pages of leading newspapers, where they attracted the
attention of US Ambassador George Frost Kennan, who had recently taken up his post
as Kennedy’s envoy to Belgrade.17 Coincidentally, Kennan saw the reports of the Cabot
affair shortly before he was scheduled to see Yugoslav leader Jozip Broz Tito, who had
staked considerable prestige on hosting the impending gathering and organizing the
non-aligned movement. Noting that the Yugoslavs were reported to be ‘much
disturbed at prospect that Cuba might be only Latin American country represented at
this conference and to have made active effort [to] obtain participation of others’,
he urgently sought guidance from Washington in the event Tito broached the subject.
In his cable, Kennan made clear his own lack of sympathy at the notion of Brazil, or any
other Western Hemisphere nations bound by the Rio Treaty and the Organization of
American States to a system of collective defence, participating in a conference
of purportedly ‘uncommitted’ nations:
I personally feel that Latin American countries will be taking upon themselves heavy
responsibility by attending this conference, to which no European neutrals other than
Yugoslavia are being invited and which represents in fact a gathering of the most antiwestern and anti-American segment of African and Asian nations outside
Communist bloc. Tunisia has been left uninvited to please [Egyptian leader Gamal
Abdel] Nasser. Invitation to Nigeria was extended only at Indian insistence. We are
told former French colonies and others were not invited because their leaders had
issued too many public statements friendly to west. This contrasts most unpleasantly
with readiness to receive Cuba as an ‘unengaged nation’, and with the complete
tolerance shown toward statements effusively friendly to bloc countries, such as those
recently made by [Ghanaian leader Kwame] Nkrumah in Moscow. Had comparable
statement been made about US by any prospective participant in Belgrade conference,
it would have raised serious question of eligibility for participation.
In light [of] these circumstances Latin American Chiefs of State who come to
Belgrade must realize that they will find themselves participating not in truly
detached and neutral search for solutions to world problems but in demonstrations
of anti-colonial and anti-western emotionalism, with strong partiality to Soviet
point of view, which may have serious implications for their freedom of action in
later UN Assembly session.18
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Kennan’s intimations of Yugoslav ire over the affair proved prescient. When he saw
Tito on 17 July, on the Adriatic island of Brioni, the American found himself on the
defensive in explaining Cabot’s remarks. After relishing some memories of partisan
warfare during World War II, one of his favourite subjects, the Yugoslav president
raised the subject of Brazil, which he planned to visit that autumn,19 and expressed the
hope that Washington would ‘adjust’ its relationship to the Quadros government ‘in a
constructive and satisfactory manner’. In the face of some scepticism, Kennan insisted
that despite Cabot’s statements Washington ‘had taken no position pro or con’ on the
subject of whether other nations should participate in the conference, and had
‘carefully refrained from giving any advice to anyone, one way or another’. Tito, in
turn, stressed that ‘Yugoslavia would be very unhappy if Cuba turned out to be the
only Latin American country to be represented’.20
Kennan’s failure to convince Tito of Washington’s hands-off policy became clear two
weeks later, when he returned to Brioni for another conversation with the president
(again accompanied by his foreign minister, Koca Popovic) in the company of Under
Secretary of State Chester Bowles. ‘It was clear that they strongly suspected US of having
opposed participation of uncommitted nations in Belgrade conference, and were deeply
affected and hurt by this impression’, Kennan cabled afterwards to Rusk. ‘Failure to date
of any moderate invitees to agree to attend has been serious blow to them.’ Despite the
Americans’ reassurance to the contrary, the Yugoslavs remained suspicious that a
number of key countries in Europe, Africa, and South America had shied away as a direct
result of US pressure, and Kennan and Bowles warned Rusk that considerable bitterness
could ensue if Washington could not overcome the Yugoslav’s impression.21
Partly as a consequence, the State Department put out statements averring its
neutrality on whether countries attended the conference of neutrals – but among
those unwilling to take Washington at its word, much damage had already been done.
As for the Brazilians, they began to grow increasingly nervous at the prospect of
attending Belgrade as a lone Latin observer, exposed to Washington’s criticism and
unable to effectively rebut a vocal, high-level Cuban delegation’s claims to represent
the interests and ideals of the entire Western hemisphere. On 8 August, the Brazilian
ambassador to Yugoslavia, Ruy Ribeiro Couto, expressed such concerns in a stronglyworded secret cable. ‘I think it would be dangerous for us to be the only country to
attend with an ambiguous observer status, sitting all by ourselves in the bleachers,
without the advantage of a right to debate and with the disadvantage of being
proclaimed, by the propaganda of a few Neutral leaders, as an authentic participant’,
Couto argued. ‘It would be another story if a group of Latin American countries,
whether invited or not, would work together with Your Excellency to also send
observers here.’22
In addition to an ‘affectionate hug’, the Brazilian envoy sent an urgent
recommendation to conduct a probe (sondagem) of other Latin chancelleries to see
whether they might be persuaded to join Rio’s observer at the Belgrade conference.
Welcoming Couto’s ‘pertinent’ arguments and ‘opportune suggestion’,23 Foreign
Minister Arinos on 11 August sent out secret cables to Brazilian ambassadors
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to Argentina, Mexico, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, and Peru instructing them to seek
high-level appointments with their host governments as soon as possible to argue that
they should follow Rio’s example and send observers to Belgrade. By doing so, the
envoys were directed to argue, these countries would constitute a ‘Latin American
group’ that, ‘through its contacts with other participants and through ever-discreet
intervention, be afforded inestimable collaboration for the cause of world peace and be
able to take advantage of an opportune and useful exchange of viewpoints with
representatives from neutral and nonaligned countries, present at the meeting, making
the true Latin American position clear in international affairs’.24
Almost immediately, however, Brazil’s hopes of obtaining Latin allies and, perhaps,
some protective colouration from Washington’s suspicions, suffered a sharp blow when
Mexico decided that it would neither participate in, nor send an observer to, the
Belgrade conference. Mexican officials relayed this decision informally to US officials
(who were gratified to learn of it) the same day as Arinos sent his appeal, and announced
it a week or so later, after the Mexican foreign minister warned Rio’s ambassador that his
government’s participation appeared unlikely despite Soviet urging to attend.25
The issue of Mexico’s possible participation heated up again a few days later, when
the Yugoslav state-run Tanjug news service disclosed that the Belgrade government
had sent President Lopes Mateos a renewed invitation to attend the conference, now
little more than a week off. The report prompted (well-founded) speculation that the
appeal stemmed from ‘resentment over the sparseness of Latin American
representation at the conference (a resentment that is directed in large measure at
the United States for allegedly discouraging Latin American countries who might
otherwise have attended)’. Noting that Yugoslav officials had cited the prospect of Latin
participation as one factor to distinguish the Belgrade gathering from its Afro-Asian
predecessor at Bandung, a US embassy analyst suspected that the ‘cool response of the
Latin American states has therefore caused considerable disappointment here, and the
Tanjug report may well be one public manifestation of it’.26
One factor that complicated the issue, from Washington’s perspective, was that their
Cold War ally Britain was actually encouraging Mexico and other Latin American
countries to participate in the Belgrade meeting on the grounds that their presence
would ‘yield [a] moderating influence on conference decisions’. In particular, US
officials inferred, London hoped this would ‘bail Nehru out’ by giving him more
potential allies in the Belgrade meeting hall. Reporting such efforts, the US ambassador
to Mexico City sharply disagreed, pointing out in a confidential cable (much as
Cabot had unwisely done in a press conference) that these Latin nations were in fact
already ‘committed’ by the Organization of American States (OAS) Charter and Rio
Treaty, and their presence at a ‘neutralist’ conference would further the ‘major Soviet
political objective’ of promoting a ‘neutral’ Latin America.27
‘Assume irrespective of British attitude Department will wish me to continue
indirect effort to encourage Mexico to stay away from conference’, Mann concluded –
a statement that vindicated the suspicions of Tito and other Yugoslavs that US officials
were quietly discouraging potential participants from coming to Belgrade.
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In the end, despite last-minute appeals, Mexico officially informed Brazil just three
days before the conference opened that it would not be sending even an observer to
Belgrade.28 ‘It is hard to understand that Mexico, twice invited, is not in our company’,
Couto lamented from Belgrade.29
Brazil’s intercessions with other Latin countries did not fare much better. One after
another, citing various policy, domestic political, and/or practical considerations,
Argentina, Colombia, Chile (after some vacillation), and Peru also turned down Rio’s
importuning to accompany them to Belgrade. In the end, only Bolivia and Ecuador
joined Brazil as South American countries announcing their intention to send
observers to the conference – rather less illustrious company than Rio (and Belgrade)
had imagined or desired.
Still determined to play a role at Belgrade, the Brazilians pressed forward – but
further complications clouded their plans as the conference date approached.
First came an embarrassing miscue over the identity of the Brazilian observer.
On 20 August, Couto sent a plea from Belgrade to name an observer promptly,
preferably a ‘high-ranking official, in accordance with our political prominence in the
Americas, which is in a way analogous to that of India in Asia’.30 The next day,
Itamaraty announced that Brazil would be represented at the conference by Carlos
Alfredo Bernardes, the chargé d’affaires in Washington.31 Then serving as acting
ambassador pending the arrival of Roberto Campos, Bernardes was actually quite a
significant figure within the foreign ministry, influential in policy-making circles
(he would go on to become the ministry’s director-general).
That did not impress the Yugoslavs, however. Upon receiving the news that Bernardes
had been selected – which was officially broadcast on Radio Belgrade – Belgrade’s
foreign minister, Popovic, sent an official (Ambassador Lekic) to Brazilian Ambassador
Couto to express Yugoslavia’s stern disapproval at the appointment of a lower-ranking
official to such an august gathering. In fact, Lekic made clear, his government, including
Tito, who had put such a public premium on his warmed relations with (and intended
visit to) Brazil, regarded the naming of Bernardes as little better than an insult that had
dashed popular anticipation that a ‘politically high-ranking’ observer would be sent.
Among other arguments against Bernardes, the Yugoslav noted that he would be placed
‘in a situation of inferiority’ among heads of state and government, ministers, and
ambassadors; sending a chargé from Washington, one of the two superpowers, added an
extra insult given the nature of the conference.
‘However personally brilliant he may be’, Lekic asserted, Bernardes ‘would not be
able to overcome the relevant difficulties and act with the prestige with which a
government figure coming from Brazil or an Ambassador would in terms of political
expression.’ In sum, in the name of Tito and Yugoslav – Brazilian friendship, he asked
Brazil to reconsider its decision to send Bernardes.32
In a bid to redress this embarrassing situation, Couto – who had of course warned
Rio about precisely this danger in a prior telegram – sent Foreign Minister Arinos a
suggestion which he requested be relayed to Quadros. Unless the president had some
other figure in mind, perhaps an ideal solution would be to name as observer Brazil’s
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ambassador to Switzerland, Alfranio De Melo Franco Filho, since the envoy would
enjoy higher status due to his rank and his known closeness to the foreign minister (his
brother); and, in practical terms, his trip from Bern to Belgrade could be easily
arranged at short notice.33 Foreign Minister Arinos quickly adopted this suggestion,
even though the US State Department (and presumably chancelleries around the
world) would continue to list Bernardes as Brazil’s representative.34
A far more serious problem arose, however, when on 25 August – less than a week
before the Belgrade Conference was scheduled to open – Jânio Quadros abruptly
resigned the presidency, blaming sinister, unspecified ‘forces of reaction’. The ensuing
political crisis threw the country into turmoil and overshadowed everything else, as
bitterly opposed forces contested for control, and conservative military factions initially
refused to permit (‘for reasons of national security’) the succession of Quadros’ vicepresident, João Goulart, then visiting communist China on a trade mission.
It was in the midst of this combustible period of tense manoeuvring, with the
spectre of civil conflict looming, that, on 29 August, Fidel Castro, blaming ‘American
imperialism’ for Quadros’ departure, called on Brazilians ‘to profit from the
experience of Cuba’ and be ready to resort to an armed revolutionary guerrilla struggle
rather than allow a ‘reactionary’ military junta to take power.35
On the morning before the Belgrade meeting opened, the still-unresolved Brazilian
situation arose during a conversation between Yugoslav Foreign Minister Popovic and
Kennan as they reviewed the world situation. Uppermost among Kennan’s concerns
was the grave situation in Berlin, still shaken by the Soviet-backed East German
erection two weeks earlier of a barrier – initially makeshift, composed mostly of
barbed wire, but eventually to turn into a seemingly permanent concrete wall –
severing East Berliners’ access to the Western sectors of the city. Rather than seeing the
step as a largely defensive move that signalled a giving up of designs to take over the
entire city – as many historians have come to view it in retrospect – the predominant
view of Kennan and many US officials was that this was a menacing omen of the
Kremlin’s aggressive, bellicose behaviour, and perhaps even a signal that war between
the superpowers might be ahead.
At one point, Popovic asked Kennan how he felt about the latest news from Brazil,
prompting a denial that Washington had anything to do with the sudden change in
government despite its occasional disagreements with Quadros. Laughing, the foreign
minister said that this time ‘even Yugoslavs were convinced of this’. Soon, the talk
turned once again to the issue of Latin American representation at Belgrade, and
Kennan once more denied any US pressure on nations not to attend. At this, Popovic
noted that Brazil had just communicated its decision not to send an observer via the
Brazilian Embassy in Washington, a method that raised suspicions. ‘Even if the
Yugoslav Government were prepared to believe we [Americans] had nothing to do
with this, people here would be unlikely to show a similar credulity’, Kennan quoted
the foreign minister as saying.36
In fact, though Popovic reported their planned absence, the Brazilians were
informing other governments, including the United States, of their intention to send an
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observer to Belgrade despite Quadros’ resignation and the resultant political crisis,
which threw Foreign Minister Arinos’ standing into doubt.37 Nevertheless,
announcements in the Yugoslav press and radio just before the conference had
stopped listing Brazil among the countries that had sent observers.38 Even so, the US
embassy in Bern reported that the Brazilian ambassador had already left for Belgrade.39
As the conference opened on 1 September in Yugoslavia’s Parliament building, the
status of Brazil’s government at home remained up in the air, and so too, for that
matter, did the fate of its observer delegation in Belgrade. From Washington, the State
Department reported that even the Brazilian embassy there was uncertain whether or
not Brazil would have an official at Belgrade, and officials wondered whether Popovic’s
report to Kennan that Rio had decided against sending an observer had stemmed from
a garbled report of its decision merely to change his identity – or perhaps of the failure
of the Brazilian embassy in Washington to come up with funds for Ambassador MelloFrance’s travel from Bern, as originally intended.40 Finally, Belgrade newspapers on the
morning of the conference’s opening reported that the Brazilian ambassador had
indeed arrived from Switzerland, after all, accompanied by an embassy secretary.41
But the matter was hardly settled. Asserting that the post-Quadros Brazilian
government lacked legitimacy – an agreement to allow Goulart to remain as president
with circumscribed powers would not be reached until the next day – the head of the
Cuban delegation, President Osvaldo Dorticós, challenged the credentials of the
Brazilian observers, producing confusion and consternation in the hall. (Later, in his
speech to the delegates, Dorticós would repeat the charge that Washington had
connived to instigate Quadros’ ouster.)
‘High-spirited confusion prevailed to last minute over Brazil’s relationship to
conference’, cabled Kennan, who personally attended the opening session. As the
American ambassador explained:
The Brazilian observer, De Melo Franco Filho, appointed some time ago, appeared
and was seated on the floor though not at a table, and not with a plaque before him.
Tito, in reading over the list of delegates and observers, made no mention of him.
Despite this, the Brazilian Ambassador continued to insist, during the intermission,
that the man was there as a regular observer, that he had been appointed a long time
ago, and that nothing had occurred to affect his status. Colleagues protested that this
was not the general understanding in Belgrade and even in the Yugo Government,
and that there must be some mistake. At this point Ambassador was called away by a
Yugo official, and after prolonged conference the Brazilian informed the delegates
that he was, to be sure, an observer but not an ‘official’ one.42

Conclusion
So, did Brazil have an observer at the 1961 Belgrade Conference? Sort of. The Cuban
‘veto’ of the observer’s credentials produced a modicum of indignation and
resentment in Brazil and, along with Castro’s excited exhortation to be ready for
guerrilla war, contributed to a palpable deterioration in Cuban –Brazilian relations in
late 1961 at the outset of the Goulart administration.43
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However, in Brazil, the tumultuous political developments at home almost
completely drowned out news of the Belgrade gathering and the high jinks concerning
Rio’s role in it, and the event proved little more than a blip in Brazilian politics.
However, the story told here offers some insight into the broader tensions and troubles
Brazilian governments encountered during this period when they tried to probe the
limits of a relationship with the non-aligned movement from the position of a major
US ally squarely within the sphere of influence of its superpower patron. In many
ways, the themes that emerge here also fit well with the story of Brazil’s concurrent
efforts to pursue a more ‘independent’ policy regarding the Cuban situation, including
its attempts to mediate between Washington that ultimately went nowhere.44 In both
cases, Brazil’s hopes of elevating its prestige and carving out a more independent
foreign policy ended up achieving neither and, to some extent, exacerbating its
relations with both the United States and Cuba.
The Brazilian difficulty in attracting partners elsewhere in Latin America to join
them in Belgrade – especially among seemingly like-minded centre-left governments
such as Mexico, Argentina, and Chile that shared many of Quadros’ criticisms of
Washington’s policy – also suggests an explanation for why the NAM in general, and
Tito specifically, failed to expand the movement’s reach into the Western Hemisphere
(with the rather dubious exception of a hardly ‘neutral’ Cuba). While claiming a
‘hands off ’ policy, Washington effectively made known its distaste for ‘neutralism’ and
‘non-alignment’ at this point in the Cold War, and particularly its belief that Latin
American countries firmly adhering to the OAS Charter and the Rio Treaty were
already allied and ‘committed’ and therefore had no business dallying with the likes of
Nasser, Sukarno, Tito, Nehru and their ilk. (And even a relative liberal in the Kennedy
administration like Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr., who opposed any active efforts to
undermine the Belgrade Conference, foresaw only trouble if other countries in the
hemisphere started getting cosy with NAM and its slippery leaders, whom he likened
to ‘a bag of eels’. Prior to the conference, in early August, Schlesinger told JFK that the
United States had two opposite alternatives – ‘encouraging moderate states to attend
in order to capture the conference or discouraging moderate states from attending in
order to make the conference unrepresentative and thus to discredit it’. Seeing the first
course as too belated to be effective and the second route as likely to aggravate the
important relationship with Yugoslavia, the White House aide and presidential
historian advised Kennedy to do little and ‘trust [the] natural processes of
disintegration’ – except in the case of Latin America, ‘where, if anyone asks us, we
should probably discourage them from going because of adverse domestic political
effects within the U.S.’45)
It was not without reason, then, that the Yugoslavs, and Tito in particular, ended up
feeling bitter over what they saw as US influence to curb Latin American
participation.46 Most countries, it appears, got the message, whether they needed overt
reminders or pressure or not; and the Brazilians reaped few of the benefits they
anticipated – yet suffered some of the consequences they feared – for their abortive
display of an ‘independent’ foreign policy.
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